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how to invent
future interactive tech?



how about user centered design?
• interview potential users 
• find something that is hard to do or hard to use… 
• e.g. via heuristic evaluation (5 experts list usability issues)



we did user-centered design in  
6.813 / 6.831 User Interface Design

do you think any of the cool stuff  
I showed in the last weeks came out of this?
nope.







but if user-centered design won’t work 
how do you do it? 

how to make big steps into the future?

<30sec brainstorming>



how to make big steps into the future?
anticipate the future using what-if questions



what-if questions



how to choose a what-if question?



you

the visionaries

 here’s what most people do, don’t do it: 
 (1) wait for wave 
 (2) start paddling



everyone else

you: a visionary

 better: 
 (1) look far out, on horizon locate wave, estimate motion 
 (2) paddle towards extrapolated point 
 (3) prepare, when it arrives hop on



 better: 
 (1) look far out, on horizon locate wave, estimate motion 
 (2) paddle towards extrapolated point 
 (3) prepare, when it arrives hop on

what-if question
= a wild extrapolation of what we see today 
(and maybe there’s nothing, but at least you tried to be the first!)



some more selected what-if questions…



ubiquitous computing (1991):
what if a user had multiple computers/CPUs available?

1991



size,&price number

1&computer&:&n&users 1&computer&::&1&user n&computers&::&1&user

1960’s 1980’s 2000’s



 ubiquitous computing: the obvious answer



 ubiquitous computing: the less obvious answer..  
 99 micro-controllers in a 2003 BMW



 ubiquitous computing:  
 computers start to disappear



augmented reality (1968):
what if there was the perfect display everywhere I look 



wearable (1961) + implanted:
what if technology shrank past mobile?



brain-computer interfaces (1961):
what if computers could read (and write) thoughts?



personal fabrication (2005):
what if fabrication machinery is available 
in every office and/or every household? 



MetaArms (2018):
what if people had extra limbs? 



Orecchio (2018):
what if people could use extra body language? 



research:
speculating about the future. 

then see who was right/wrong  
20 years later.



any what if questions 
that come to your mind right now?

<30sec brainstorming>



looking back through the history of HCI,  
we see that quantum leaps have rarely 
resulted from studies on user needs or 
market research; 

they have come from people  
asking visionary what-if questions!



but what if questions are hard…

another way to extrapolate into the future  
is to use invention iterators…



after X, what is neXt?
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[Ramesh Raskar]



X = 

idea you just heard 
concept 
patent 
new product 
product feature 
design 
art 
algorithm 
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X++
increment
(make it faster, better, cheaper)



the first iPhone was a huge leap forward… 
everything else is mainly incremental

 screen size becomes a bit bigger.. 
 camera resolution becomes a bit higher… 
 hard drive can store a bit more data…



better  
= pick your favorite adjective: 

• more context aware 
• more adaptive 
• more (temporally) coherent,  
• more progressive 
• more efficient 
• more parallelized 
• more distributed 
• more personalized/customized 
• more democratized

 least innovative



X++ is a sign that the field or tech is “maturing”  

increments get smaller, less ground-breaking



X
given a nail
find all the hammers



given a problem, 
find all solutions…

 e.g. 3D Printing is so slow

8h printing time



8h printing time
 solution 1: print as wireframes



8h printing time



8h printing time
 solution 2: convert to laser cut plates



8h printing time



8h printing time
 solution 3: combine with existing building blocks



8h printing time



low in innovation power 

first one is very innovative! 
all follow ups dance around the same problem



X
given a hammer
find all the nails



 given a cool solution find other problems 
 -> high inventive power



 multitouch:  
 for hands -> multitouch for feet



 2010 recognizing users based on shoe sole





 2013 reconstructing 3D position from shoe sole









 2015 Ergonomic Interaction on Touch Floors





 future: replace camera 
setup with pressure 
sensor carpet



 multitouch (hammer):  
 solutions: for hands -> for feet



look back at your life so far
what could be your hammer?

<30sec brainstorming>

<something you know a lot about but others know little>



X
extend it 
to the next dimension 

d



flickr -> youtube 
text, audio (speech), image, video -> physical objects 

visible images -> infrared 
sound -> ultrasound -> electromagnetic spectrum 

macro scale -> micro scale 
airbag for car -> airbag for .. ? 

= generalize the concept (common in patent applications)

 variation for hammer re-use, but more actionable 
 (extend solution to next dimension)



X+Y
fusion of the dissimilar 



X+Y only good if emergent effect 
value(X+Y) > value(X)+value(Y)



 negative example:  
 mounting touchscreen on mouse offers  
 the same value as mouse & touchscreen separate



 good example: 
 glass fibers + diffuse illumination touch screen -> Fiberio



high innovative power, but not very actionable 
because for a given X the search space of all Y 
is large and unstructured



X
do the opposite



1968%Olympics: “Fosbury)Flop”)2.24m

Straddle Method for High Jump

1968 Olympics: “Fosbury Flop”



everyone

you

 find the opposite? 
 strong and actionable in brainstorming



 everyone adds touch screens to the front,  
 instead add it on the back



 how can user reach contents? 
 how can contents get to the user?

drag-and-pop



drag-and-pop

process: 
look at existing designs.  
find point(s) where everyone  
made the same decision



finding X
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 these were the 6 iterators…



X = 

idea you just heard 
concept 
patent 
new product 
product feature 
design 
art 
algorithm 

 but how to find the right X to start out with?



awards (best paper, best product, researchers) 

network and talk to people: 
avoid small-talk .. ask ‘what is the latest x’ 

patents (but searching them is time-consuming) 

(DIY community ca. 10-15 years behind research.)

 stand a the edge of the ‘known world’  
 to find new land



do not follow the hype   
too much competition
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any template will produce the same ideas 
as everyone else who uses the same templates 

address this by 
1. using a wilder set of iterators than others 
2. make your very own iterators 



conclusions



“so many people get  
stuck in incremental research:  
‘my double click mouse is better  
than your double click mouse’” 

“do what I call vision-driven research…”

[Ishii at UIST’11]



great project:
1. novel = not done 

2. important = future people will say “this 
matters to us” 

3. something you can do = you have/can 
acquire the skills 
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 think about it before you start your next  
 class project / start up / research



midterm presentation





Grading Scheme for Group Project (100pts max)

• Creativity of Idea (10%) 
• Technical Proposal (10%) 
• Weekly Milestones (30% total, 5% each for 6 milestones) 
• Midterm Presentation (5%):  

• Overall Project Progress & Quality of Results so far 
• User Study (10%) 
• Final Presentation, Quality of Prototype + Live Demo (20%) 
• Presentation Materials for Project: (15%):  

• Rotoscope, Photos, Video, Website. 



end.


